


































Historical surveys of Sagoromo-monogatari 





This study considers the history of acceptance of Sagoromo-monogatari which is ranks 
second to Genji-monogatari. It was admitted that the factor by which 
Sagoromo-monogatari has been read was only high evaluation to Genji-monogatari 
with Mumyouzousi or Meigekki. And existing each papers about 
Sagoromo-monogatari did not attract attention. Then, this study analyzes these in 
detail and solves the aspect how Sagoromo-monogatari has been read until now. 
Chapter 1 focuses on the anthology which extracted Waka(classic Japanese poem) 
from Sagoromo-monogatari. The existence of this anthology can be assumed from the 
Kamakura pesiod, and we can see some books written by the Edo period. While 
examining the value as this anthology, the chapter researches the intention hidden in 
the movement of extracting Waka(classic Japanese poem) from Sagoromo-monogatari. 
Chapter 2 analyzes annotations of Sagoromo-monogatari. When one annotation 
materializes and circulates, the new annotation based on it is made and it also comes 
to show deepening of the further reading comprehension. The chapter explains how 
Sagoromo-monogatari was read by gazing at these.  
Chapter 3 thinks from two sides which are different in text of Sagoromo-monogatari. 
One is the method of gazing at thinking of persons by investigating variants in detail, 
and one is the method of explaining not variants but the character which 
Sagoromo-monogatari holds in common with between books.  
Chapter 4 states focusing on relation of Sagoromo-monogatari and Renga(poetic 
dialogue). Although it already became clear that Waka(classic Japanese poem) had 
remarkable acceptance of Sagoromo-monogatari, also in Renga(poetic dialogue), 
circumstances that it is taken in briskly can be grasped. Therefore the chapter 
considers the relation between Sagoromo-monogatari and Renga(poetic dialogue), 
following the changes for every time.  
In short, this study discovered the history of acceptance which Sagoromo-monogatari 
has can be kept as Kasyo: the book of Waka(classic Japanese poem). 
 
